Challenge #1
The Knot

Challengers:
Players: 6-14 Challenge rating: 
Equipment: -

Special skills: creativity, communication competence,

coordination and cooperation, teamwork

Instructions:
You form a circle, facing each other and standing shoulder to shoulder.
Then you close your eyes. Now you stretch your arms and hands to the
middle of the circle (eyes are still closed) and each of your hands finds
another hand. Hold it. Check that there is only one hand in each of your
hands. If you cannot find a hand, you can ask who else has no partner hand
(or have a look). The partner's hand must not be released. Now everyone
is aloud to open their eyes. Now try to unknot the chaos, without releasing
hands. Try to communicate with words. The more detailed the instructions
are, the easier it will be: Sandy and Tim – you have to kneel. Now Harry
can climb over your hands./Rita, please lift your right arm and dive under
it to turn yourself.”
Can you manage to unknot? At the end you all stand in a circle (still) hand
in hand (some might look inwards, others outwards; you may also have two
circles or two interlocking rings.

Challenge #2
Wall Sitting

Challengers:
Players: 1+

Challenge rating: 
Equipment: a wall

Special skills: strength and endurance

Instructions:
You sit on a wall as if you were sitting on a chair (which you do not
have). The legs form a right angle to the wall (90°). How long can you
do it? Who in the room hold this position the longest?
Try it again and again. Do you improve? Which strategies for lasting
longer do you have?

Extra challenge:
Your back must be straight against the wall; Your hands must not
change position; Can you manage to hold your position on one leg? Or
even if you place one leg on top of the other?

Challenge #3
Sailing Trip

Challengers:
Players: 2+

Challenge rating: 

Equipment: a chair for each child
Special skills: dynamic sitting, balance and agility

Instructions:
Everyone is sitting in a boat (on a chair). Someone gives instructions and shows
what to do
Wind from port – Put arms in the air (they are the sails), turn your arms over
your head to the right
Wind from starboard - turn your arms to the left
Strong wind from/changing directions - arms change directions
storm – grab your boat's rail (back of the chair)
strong sunshine – act as if you put a hat on and use sun cream!
shark attack - fend off the shark with a saber (hand movements)
long lull - grab the oars and row
dodge waves - make small jumping movement(s) on the boat
calm: both arms (sails) hang down

Extra challenge:

try everything with slightly raised legs
play with variants of capsizing: you save yourself in another "boat" (swap chairs)

Challenge #4
Hanging

Challengers:
Players: 1+

Challenge rating: 

Equipment: a pull-up bar/a hanging rod
Special skills: strength and endurance

Instructions:
On command you are hanging from a pole. Stop the time.
Who will win?
Extra challenge:
Stalking from pole to pole and back (if you have more than
one bar) ... One-handed hanging ...

Challenge #5
World Cup Giant Slalom

Challengers:
Players: 2+

Challenge rating: 

Equipment: children only
Special skills: stamina, strength

Instructions:
Before the race: put on imaginary ski clothing, strap on your skis, ski poles,
helmet,... and move to your start position. Take a squat position and hold it as
long as the slalom lasts (so that upper and lower leg almost form a right angle).
Take narrow turns and carves (right and left), do some ski jumps,... . Who can
hold the position the longest? (a ski race takes 2-3 minutes)
A sport commentator will provide fun and entertainment.

Extra challenge:
the longer the slalom lasts the more intense it will be; play in small groups to
determine the winner, the next day the winners of each group compete against
each other,...

Challenge #6
The Mole

Challengers:
Players: 2 (pairs)

Challenge rating: 

Equipment: two children and a table (and some space)
Special skills: agility, stamina, affiliate

Instructions:
Two children face each other, in between is the table. On command,
they shake hands and greet each other with a "hello". Then they
crawl past each other under the table to the other side, get up, turn
back to face each other again and greet each other again with a
handshake and count "one" (“two”,...) Which team counts the fastest
to six (or ten,...)

Extra challenge:
do the counting/greeting in a foreign language - or: with one hand on
the back (also crawling under the table), ...

Challenge #7
Centepete

Challengers:
Players: 3-10 Challenge rating: 
Equipment: children only
special skills: sense of balance, motor skills, teamwork

Instructions:
Three or more children stand in a row and place their left
hand on the shoulder of the person in front. With the right
hand, they hold the right foot of the person in front of
them.
How long can you stand as a team?
Extra challenge:
Try to hop on the spot or move forward with a bounce.

Challenge #8
Football Training

Challengers:
Players: 1+

Challenge rating: 

Equipment: chair, bean bag (or similar,...)
special skills: coordination, catching

Instructions:
Put a bean bag on the inside edge of your foot. Throw the bag up and
try to catch it with both hands. How often can you catch the bag
without dropping it?

Extra challenge:
Can you do it with the other foot? Can you catch with just one hand?
Sit opposite each other and let your opponent catch you. You are a
team - only caught bean bags count for points.

Challenge #9
Balloon Dance

Challengers:
Players: 4+ (pairs) Challenge rating: 
Equipment: pairs, a balloon/ball, music
special skills: body tension, teamwork, consideration

Instructions:
You place a balloon between your bodies, e.g. between the heads, the arms are
not allowed to touch the balloon, they hang down
when the music stops the position of the balloons have to be changed: Between
the shoulders, bottoms, on the right knee, ...
Rule: as long as the music is playing, you have to to move, to stand still is
prohibited

Extra challenge:
the arms have to stay on their back (away from the balloon)

Challenge #10
Hot Potato

Challengers:
Players: 1+

Challenge rating: 

Equipment: bean bags (something soft that is available)
special skills: throwing, catching, hand-eye-coordination

Instructions:
You have a hot potato in your hand (bean bag). Of course you try to get rid of it
quickly. Throw it in a high arc (so that it "cools") to your other hand. Can you do
it 10 times without dropping it? Now the potato is definitely cooled down to eat.

Extra challenge:
You throw the hot potato to a partner (sitting opposite – you work in a team and
compete against other teams).
Or you walk while dealing with your hot potato – without touching anything.
Similar game: The Pizza Maker: Take the dough (bean bag) and form a ball and
put it on the baking tin, now flatten the dough, make a pizza out of the dough
(sandbag or package of paper tissues): knead the dough, throw it from one hand
to the other and vary the distances.

